Matrix-matrix multiplication is a basic operation in linear algebra and an essential building block for a wide range of algorithms in various scientific fields. Theory and implementation for the dense, square matrix case are well-developed. If matrices are sparse, with application-specific sparsity patterns, the optimal implementation remains an open question. Here, we explore the performance of communication reducing 2.5D algorithms and one-sided MPI communication in the context of linear scaling electronic structure theory. In particular, we extend the DBCSR sparse matrix library, which is the basic building block for linear scaling electronic structure theory and low scaling correlated methods in CP2K. The library is specifically designed to efficiently perform block-sparse matrix-matrix multiplication of matrices with a relatively large occupation. Here, we compare the performance of the original implementation based on Cannon's algorithm and MPI point-to-point communication, with an implementation based on MPI one-sided communications (RMA), in both a 2D and a 2.5D approach. The 2.5D approach trades memory and auxiliary operations for reduced communication, which can lead to a speedup if communication is dominant. The 2.5D algorithm is somewhat easier to implement with one-sided communications. A detailed description of the implementation is provided, also for non ideal processor topologies, since this is important for actual applications. Given the importance of the precise sparsity pattern, and even the actual matrix data, which decides the effective fill-in upon multiplication, the tests are performed within the CP2K package with application benchmarks. Results show a substantial boost in performance for the RMA based 2.5D algorithm, up to 1.80x, which is observed to increase with the number of processes involved in the parallelization.
INTRODUCTION
Multiplication of two sparse matrices (SpGEMM) is a key operation in the the simulation of the electronic structure of systems containing thousands of atoms and electrons [23] . Examples of such systems include electronic devices, complex interfaces, macromolecules or large disordered systems, with applications in the fields of renewable energy and electronics. The theory that enables such studies is linear scaling Density Functional Theory (DFT) [7] . In the atomistic simulations package CP2K [15] , the linear scaling DFT implementation exploits the fact that operators in a localized atomic basis are sparse. The matrices have several thousands of non-zero elements per row and a priori unknown sparsity patterns. This includes the Kohn-Sham matrix (H ), the overlap matrix (S), and the density matrix (P). If P can be computed from H and S without explicit reference to eigenvectors of (H, S ), the traditional, cubically scaling approach of diagonalization can be avoided, and potentially replaced with a linear scaling method. We can obtain the density matrix from its functional definition
where I is the identity matrix and µ is the chemical potential. The matrix sign function is defined as
Eigenvectors of A are eigenvectors of sign(A), with the eigenvalues of sign(A) being −1 or +1 for negative or positive eigenvalues of A, respectively. In its simplest form, we exploit the fact that the matrix sign function can be computed with a simple iterative scheme based only on matrix multiplications (two multiplications per iteration)
where X n+1 converges to the sign of X 0 [14] . A linear scaling cost results from the fact that all matrix operations are performed on sparse matrices, which have a number of non-zero entries that scale linearly with system size. A particular characteristic of the involved matrices is that they are block-sparse, instead of elementwise sparse, where the dimensions of the blocks depend on the atomic kinds present in the studied systems. In order to retain sparsity during the iterations of the above algorithm, a filtering multiplication is employed in two phases: on-the-fly during the product of two atomic blocks and after each multiplication to ignore small matrix elements [23] .
In general, SpGEMM accounts for more than 80% of the total runtime. The computational cost depends strongly on the evolution of the sparsity during the iterations, which in turn depends on the chemical properties of the system studied, the precise algorithm employed, the system size, and the required accuracy [23] . The highly optimized sparse linear algebra library DBCSR (Distributed Block Compressed Sparse Row) has been specifically designed to efficiently perform block-sparse matrix-matrix multiplications [6, 20] . It is parallelized using MPI and OpenMP, and can exploit GPU accelerators by means of CUDA and OpenCL. Prior to this work, Cannon's algorithm was used to parallelize the matrix-matrix multiplication [9] , using MPI point-to-point communications.
In this paper we present a novel approach to MPI parallelization of the DBCSR sparse matrix-matrix multiplication algorithm based on the communication-reducing 2.5D algorithm [21] . This algorithm speeds up the execution by reducing the volume of transferred data with respect to the original DBCSR algorithm. The implementation is based on MPI one-sided communications. For the next generation of computing systems, the number of nodes is expected to increase at an higher rate than the network performance. Therefore, reducing time for communications by reducing the volume of exchanged data is crucial. The paper is organized as follows. In the section 2 we introduce DBCSR, focusing on the MPI parallelization, followed by the description of the new communication-reducing implementation in section 3. Finally, in section 4 the performance results for representative CP2K benchmarks are reported. The source code of the implementation as well as the benchmarks are freely available to encourage reproducing these results.
Related work
The classical serial SpGEMM algorithm was first described by Gustavson [12] . The parallel implementation in a distributed memory system presents several challenges, such as load-balance and communication costs relative to arithmetic operations [8] . To tackle these problems, in the past decade several methods have been presented. When there is a domain related knowledge about the input matrix sparsity structure, this information can be used to improve performance [24] . Similarly, by employing an initially [4] computed symbolic SpGEMM, a prior knowledge of a fixed pattern of the sparsity structure of the output matrix can be exploited. DBCSR considers the general case where a priori knowledge of the input and output matrix sparsity is not employed, and is aimed at delivering good performance if the matrix contains many non-zeros per row or is nearly dense. It uses a random permutation of the rows and columns of the matrix to achieve a good average load-balance (see section 2). Consequently, the data and the corresponding operations are statically distributed across processes in the same way as for dense matrices, and existing algorithms for dense matrix-matrix multiplications (e.g. [3] ) can be adopted and refined for the sparse case. In particular, the development of so-called 3D algorithms for dense matrix multiplication allows to reduce the communication costs relative to arithmetic operations [1, 10, 16, 21] . Recently, Azad et al. have reported the implementation of a multi-threaded 3D SpGEMM algorithm and presented performance results for applications in several fields [2] . However, this implementation does not consider block-sparse matrices and is not enabled for hybrid multi-cores CPU and GPU systems, both aspects are key and heavily optimized [20] in DBCSR. Rubensson and Rudberg reported a parallel implementation based on a different approach: instead of randomization, data locality is employed in their implementation for reducing communications, while the mapping of data and work to physical resources is performed dynamically during the calculation [18] . Like DBCSR, this implementation is able to work effectively with block-sparse matrices and runs on hybrid multi-cores CPU and GPU systems. This implementation does not employ optimized libraries for the small block multiplications, nor on-the-fly filtering. To the best of our knowledge, the new DBCSR implementation described in this paper is the only library for SpGEMM based on MPI one-sided communications that runs on hybrid multi-cores CPU and GPU systems.
DBCSR LIBRARY
DBCSR is written in Fortran and is freely available under the GPL license from public repositories at sourceforge.net and github.com repositories. It has a flexible and powerful API that can be explored online [22] . The DBCSR library is designed to be highly efficient in the limit of high occupation (>10%) of block sparse matrices, typically several thousands of non-zeros per row, but no specific sparsity structure. DBCSR matrices are stored in the blocked compressed sparse row (CSR) format distributed over a two-dimensional grid of P processes (each process holds a panel of the matrix). Individual matrix elements are grouped into blocks by rows and columns. The blocked rows and columns form a grid of blocks. Randomized permutation of rows and columns is used to obtain a good average load-balance, and a static decomposition of the data across processes. Note that, sparsity patterns of the three matrices involved in multiplications are not identical. The result matrix has a non-fixed sparsity pattern, that is determined as the result of the computation, with blocks that are smaller than a given threshold removed after or skipped during the multiplication process.
In the original DBCSR, inter-process communication is based on Cannon's algorithm [9] , the data of the matrix multiplication C = C + A · B is decomposed such that C panels are always local, i. e. each process computes a given C panel, which is thus not communicated. The algorithm is generalized to an arbitrary two-dimensional process grid P = P R · P C , with P R process rows and P C process columns. To achieve that, an additional virtual process dimension, V = lcm(P R , P C ) is defined to match matrices in multiplication, i. e. matrix A is mapped to a (P R · V ) virtual process grid and matrix B is mapped to a (V · P C ) process grid. After a pre-shift of the data following Cannon's scheme on the virtual process grid (based on MPI point-to-point blocking calls), the algorithm performs V steps for each multiplication (ticks). The number of ticks is minimal when
, therefore a square number of processes is optimal, or at least when P R and P C have most of their factors in common. A local multiplication and a data transfer for A and B panels between virtual neighboring processes are required, allowing a natural overlap between communications and computation. The volume of communicated data by each process scales as O(1/ √ P ). Transfer of all data between neighboring processes in the 2D grid (row-wise and column-wise shifts for A and B matrices, respectively) is performed using non-blocking MPI calls (mpi_isend / mpi_irecv) for each tick. The multiplication starts as soon as all data have arrived at the destination process (by using a mpi_waitall call). In total, the implementation requires 4 temporary buffers, meaning 2 buffers each (communication and computation) for matrices A and B. A schematic description of the algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.
The local multiplication consists of multiplications of matrix blocks. They are organized in batches of block-wise small matrixmatrix multiplications that are processed by the CPU or alternatively by a GPU [20] . A filtering procedure is applied on the multiplication (on-the-fly filtering) of the blocks so that only blocks for which the product of their norms exceeds a given threshold will be actually multiplied. This filtering increases sparsity but also avoids performing calculations that fall below the filtering threshold, which results in a significant speed-up of the entire operation [23] . Multiple batches can be computed in parallel on the CPU by means of OpenMP threads. Processing these batches has to be highly efficient. For this reason specific libraries were developed, that outperform vendor basic linear algebra libraries (BLAS) [5, 13, 20 ].
COMMUNICATION-REDUCING DBCSR IMPLEMENTATION
In the new implementation of the DBCSR library, based on a 2.5D algorithm, panels for matrices A and B, which are distributed over the (P R · P C ) process grid following the same scheme described in section 2, are first copied in two buffers. These buffers are read-only within each multiplication, and reused between multiplications, by reallocating them only if the required size is larger than their actual size. The panels are used for creating MPI windows. To avoid the unnecessary blocking collective operation of creating and destroying the windows for each multiplication (i. e. two collectives per A and B), an mpi_iallreduce operation is executed beforehand to check if any of the memory pool in the windows requires a Algorithm 1: Original DBCSR matrix-matrix multiplication algorithm based on Cannon's algorithm and MPI point-to-point communications.
Input: A, B and C matrices distributed over (P R · P C ) process grid so that P i j process owns A i j , B i j and C i j panels (i = 0, . . . , P R − 1; j = 0, . . . , P C − 1).
process grid so that P i j process owns C i j panel. /* do in parallel with all P i j process */ Allocate A and B buffers for communication (comm) and computation (comp); Row-wise pre-shift by i processes of the A matrix, pointed by A comp ; Column-wise pre-shift by j processes of the B matrix, pointed by B comp ; nticks = lcm(P R , P C );
Ensures communication from previous iteration is complete, i. e. new data has arrived in comp buffers and comm buffer data has been sent (call to mpi_waitall()); end if itick < nticks then Column and row shifts between neighbor processes, data is sent from the comp buffers and received into the comm buffers (call to mpi_irecv() and mpi_isend()); end
Swap comm and comp buffer pointers; end reallocation. This mpi_iallreduce operation overlaps with the initialization of the multiplication, so that it has a negligible impact in the overall execution time (< %1). In this way we are able to limit the number of blocking collectives since the sparsity of the matrix will stabilize after a few initial iterations, and a maximum size of the buffers will be reached. Tests show that this optimization can give up to 5% overall speedup, mainly due to reduced synchronization.
The C matrix is distributed over the (P R · P C ) process grid. Then the computation to obtain each resulting C panel is split among L processes, where L represents the additional dimension when compared to the Cannon's algorithm. As L is usually small, gradually transitioning from 2D to fully 3D, it is referred to as 2.5D [21] . In turn, each process computes the partial multiplications for L different C panels. For L > 1, at the end of a multiplication, these panels have to be communicated to the corresponding process in the 2D grid and accumulated to obtain the final resulting C panel, i. e. L − 1 communications and accumulations, where we exclude the panel that already resides on the final process.
We distinguish two cases for the values of L, in addition to the trivial value L = 1:
• Non-square topology (P R P C ). Assuming mn = min(P R , P C ) and mx = max(P R , P C ), we require mx to be an integer multiple of mn and mx ≤ mn 2 . If so, we set L = mx/mn and the corresponding 3D topology becomes
i. e. only the maximum dimension is scaled by L. • Square topology (P R == P C ). In this case L can assume any square integer value such that P R has to be an integer multiple of √ L. The 3D topology becomes
where both P R and P C are scaled by
As a direct consequence of these definitions, the value of L is such that P/L is a square number. The communications of A and B panels are based on RMA passive target [11] , using MPI one-sided calls (mpi_rget), by always accessing the data in the initial positions in the 2D processes grid during the entire multiplication operation. Which means, it does not require any pre-shift and subsequent communication between process neighbors. Furthermore, contrary to the algorithm described in Ref. [21] , our algorithm does not employ any redistribution of the data in a 3D processes grid, but instead the 2D data partitioning is retained for performance, which is a consequence of the cost of such an operation in the presence of the sparsity, and one motivation for the use of RMA. MPI sub-communicators are used for the communications of the A and B panels between the corresponding MPI windows. The communications of the partial C results employ MPI point-to-point communications (mpi_isend / mpi_irecv calls), where MPI sub-communicators are specifically set for these communications.
Besides the two buffers used for the MPI windows, the number of temporary buffers for each process to store A, B and C panels are:
• L − 1 computation buffers for the partial result of the C panels and a communication buffer used in their final accumulation (when L > 1); • in the case of square topology there are max(2, √ L) + 2 buffers for the A and B panels, while only 4 buffers are needed for the non-square case. In total, the implementation requires 6 temporary buffers when L == 1 (two more buffers than the DBCSR implementation based on MPI point-to-point communications), L + 6 buffers for the nonsquare topology, and L + √ L + 4 for the square topology. Note that, as a result of multiplication of sparse matrices, the size of the C panels (S C ) is in general larger than A and B panel sizes (S A , S B ). Therefore the increases in memory footprint for the temporary buffers with respect to L == 1 case become
On the other hand, the amount of data communicated by each process for A and B panels reduces by a factor √ L as a consequence of to ability to reuse A and B panels in the evaluation of the L panels of C. In this respect the algorithm trades memory for communications [17, 19] . In summary, the total amount of requested data by each process scales as
which leads to O(1/ √ PL) scaling for the amount of communicated data, whereas the memory footprint and overhead increase by O(L). Thus the value for L has to be tuned such that the contribution to the communications of the second term in Equation (7) remains small and the memory increase (Equation (6)) is reasonable. Finally, the benefit from the 2.5D implementation becomes larger with higher number of processes.
Compared to the Cannon's algorithm, the number of ticks for the new implementation becomes V /L. As previously mentioned in section 2, also in this case a square topology is preferable since it leads to the minimum number of ticks. Then, for each tick, each process performs the operations for the L local C panels, by considering the data panels in the 2D data layout. The local multiplication for each panel will start as soon as all the data has arrived at the destination process (as a result of a mpi_waitall call). Furthermore, the communication of the C panels starts during the last tick execution, allowing also overlap for this operation. Then, the accumulation to the local C panels is organized such that the panel belonging to the local process, which does not need to be communicated, is used for the accumulation of the incoming partial results from the other L − 1 processes. Note that the accumulation operations are entirely executed by the CPU, while the local A · B operations can be also executed by the GPU.
A schematic description of the algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2.
PERFORMANCE RESULTS
We present the results of running DBCSR with CP2K benchmark applications, resulting in matrices with different block sizes and occupation. This is important, as performance and scalability depend on these parameters. We compare the performance of the 2.5D implementation to the Cannon's algorithm implementation as available in the DBCSR library, considering only the execution time of the DBCSR multiplication part, and not any other application specific parts. Timings are taken as the average from 4 independent application runs, each consisting of tens of multiplications. Fluctuation are found to be less than 1%. Measured performance numbers are representatives of large-scale and long-running science runs of CP2K for linear scaling calculations. Tests cover both strong and weak scaling. Elements of the generated matrices are double precision floating point numbers.
All performance tests were carried out on Piz Daint, hosted at the Input: A, B and C matrices distributed over (P R · P C ) process grid so that P i j process owns A i j , B i j and C i j panels (i = 0, . . . , P R − 1; j = 0, . . . , P C − 1). Input: L value. Output: C = C + A · B matrix distributed over (P R · P C ) process grid so that P i j process owns C i j panel. /* do in parallel with all P i j process */ Initialization of read-only buffers and MPI windows for A and B matrices; Check validity of L for the (P R · P C ) process grid, set L = 1 if not valid;
Allocate nbuffers A buffers for A (A[0, . . . , nbuffers A − 1]) and 2 buffers for B (B[0, . . . , 1]); Initialization of L − 1 empty C panels, pointed by C[0, . . . ,
Request A data from process P mk and put in buffer A[lcomm A ] (call to mpi_rget());
Request B data from process P kn and put in buffer B[lcomm B ] (call to mpi_rget());
[jcomp3D] partial result to process P mn for final reduction; end end icomp3D = icomm3D; jcomp3D = jcomm3D; if ((P R == P C ) and (L > 1)) then OpenMP threads is used on each node, which by itself reduces the amount of MPI communication. We found that this configuration gives the best performance with respect to a corresponding configuration with multiple ranks in a node (up to 10% speedup) at the same total number of nodes.
Strong scaling results
We present the results of three benchmarks performed with CP2K, representative of matrices with a broad range of sparsity values:
• H2O-DFT-LS: single-point energy calculation with linear scaling DFT, consisting of 20,736 atoms in a 39 Å 3 box (6,912 water molecules in total). An LDA functional is used with a DZVP-MOLOPT basis set and a 300 Ry cutoff. This system implies matrices with medium sparsity (average occupancy 10%). • S-E: semi-empirical setup benchmark with 186,624 water molecules. This system implies matrices with large sparsity (average occupancy 0.05%). • Dense: fully occupied matrices, synthetic benchmark.
The block sizes, total number of rows/columns (all matrices are square), typical occupancy during the simulations, number of multiplications, and FLOPs executed by DBCSR part only are reported in Table 1 .
The DBCSR multiplication execution time, the DBCSR total amount of communicated data per process (average between all processes of the total exchanged data for A, B, and C panels, see Equation (7)), and the CP2K peak memory footprint (maximum over all processes) for executions involving different numbers of nodes for the two implementations with MPI point-to-point (PTP) and one-sided communications with different L values (OSL) are reported in Table 2 . The reported peak memory footprint refers to the entire CP2K application, i. e. not just the DBCSR part, therefore it shows the impact of changing L in DBCSR with respect to the entire CP2K memory footprint (see Equation (6)). The speedups of OSL relative to PTP are shown in Figure 1 . Already the OS1 implementation gives faster executions than the original DBCSR PTP implementation, with a speedup that increases with the number of nodes ranging from: 1.09x-1.16x for H2O-DFT-LS, 1.12x-1.40x for S-E, and 1.00x-1.08x for Dense. This speedup directly results from a reduction in the time spent in the mpi_waitall call that waits for the A and B panel communications to complete. This part of the algorithm is the limiting factor for the scalability of the DBCSR multiplication execution. For instance, at 2704 nodes, which is the most prominent example for this effect, the fractions of this time with respect to the corresponding DBCSR execution time for PTP and OS1 are, respectively: 57% and 50% (H2O-DFT-LS), 32% and 5% (S-E), 41% and 37% (Dense).
At this point, we remark that the timings are obtained from a CP2K internal timing framework, annotating carefully the most important functions. Nevertheless, interpretation of the data is difficult, as the algorithm is largely asynchronous, both with computation on the GPU and with communication across the network. For example, the time spent in the mpi_waitall call is not the full communication time, but only the part that did not overlap with the other operations. In the future, tools that can analyze and visualize this at the scale of the experiments (several hundreds of nodes) will be useful. Nevertheless, we try to explain these timings with the following observations:
(1) The one-sided algorithm implements a new communication scheme, which does not require the pre-shift of the data following Cannon's scheme. (2) The mpi_waitall completion in the point-to-point implementation requires synchronization on the sender and receiver processes, while the one-sided implementation has only synchronization on the receiver process. (3) The seemingly large improvement in the S-E benchmark could be related to the average sizes of the exchanged messages in Figure 2 . The message sizes for the S-E benchmark are in average between 5.7x and 6.7x smaller than the other two benchmarks sizes. It is possible that the one-sided implementation performs especially better than point-to-point for smaller message sizes.
The OSL implementation with L > 1 allows to further improve performance, especially for the communication-dominated H2O-DFT-LS benchmark (total speedup with respect to the PTP implementation at 2704 nodes is 1.80x). As expected, the boost increases when more nodes are involved. The effect of introducing L > 1 is the further reduction of the mpi_waitall timing for the A and B panels communications. However, this is offset by some overhead for handling partial C panels and their communications and accumulations, executed by the CPU only (see Equation (7)). The Dense benchmark, which has a large number of blocks to handle, is particularly affected by these factors: at 2704 nodes, the mpi_waitall timing for the A and B panels communications goes from 37% for L = 1 to 4% for L = 4 of the corresponding total DBCSR execution time, but the overall speedup with respect to the PTP execution time is just 1.11x. For the S-E benchmark, the mpi_waitall timing for the A and B panels communications is already small with L = 1 (5%), therefore the effect of using L > 1 is limited. We can analyze the effect of L > 1 on the DBCSR total amount of communicated data per process for the A, B, and C panels (see values in Table 2 ). The ratios of these values between L = 1 and L > 1 are shown in Figure 3 . They are in agreement with the expectations obtained Table 2 : DBCSR multiplication execution time, DBCSR total amount of communicated data per process, and CP2K peak memory footprint for the strong scaling tests of the two implementations based on MPI point-to-point (PTP) and 2.5D one-sided with various L values (OSL). DBCSR total amount of communicated data per process is the average over all processes of the communicated data for A, B, and C panels (see Equation (7)) for all DBCSR multiplications, where the values for PTP and OS1 scale in agreement with the expectations. The reported peak memory footprint refers to the entire CP2K application, i. e. not just the DBCSR part, and is obtained from the maximum of the peak memory footprint over all processes. of S C becomes more dominant as L increases. On the other hand, the overhead increases linearly with L, so that large values of L are expected to pay off only at larger number of processes.
Finally, we analyze the memory consumption. The CP2K peak memory footprint values are reported in Table 2 . A direct comparison with the ideal values as obtained from Equation (6) partially satisfactory. The measured peak memory usage is influenced by various other factors such as details on how the operating system allocates memory, or internal buffers of MPI and the rest of CP2K that might vary depending on the run type. Nevertheless, we can understand the trends as the results vary between the benchmarks. The OS1 implementation requires on average 5% more memory than the PTP implementation per process at the same number of nodes. Then, the memory footprint increases with L > 1, also depending on S A, B and S C buffer sizes. In particular, the H2O-DFT-LS benchmark shows the largest increment (average values with respect to OS1: 1.38x for OS2, 1.87x for OS4, and 3.58x for OS9), which is directly related to the largest buffers sizes (average maximum values at 2704 nodes: S A, B = 16 MB, S C = 45 MB). The other two benchmarks present smaller increments (1.07x-2.07x) since their S A, B and S C are smaller (average maximum values at 2704 nodes: S A, B = 3 MB, S C = 6 MB for S-E, S A, B = S C = 10 MB for Dense).
To conclude this section, the 2.5D implementation based on MPI one-sided communications gives good performance in terms of execution time and memory consumption for reasonably small L values.
Weak scaling results
In this section, the performance of the weak scaling test is analyzed. The S-E benchmark is employed, fixing the number of water molecules to 76 per process, which leads to a constant amount of FLOPs and data per process, but growing communication and overhead costs. The sparsity of the matrices decreases linearly with the number of processes, from an average of 1.1% on 144 nodes to 0.04% on 3844 nodes. Based on the conclusion of the strong scaling benchmarks, we only considered square number of processes and L = 4. The comparison of the execution time of the DBCSR multiplication part for the PTP, OS1 and OS4 runs is shown in Figure 4 . Also in this case, OS1 outperforms PTP (the speedup is smaller with increasing number of nodes, because of the constant message sizes), and OS4 becomes beneficial for a large enough number of processes, reaching 1.7x with 3844 nodes.
CONCLUSIONS
The new DBCSR implementation based on a 2.5D algorithm and MPI one-sided communications allows for reaching the same or better performance than the previous implementation based on Cannon's algorithm and MPI point-to-point communications. In the best case, a 1.80x speedup has been observed in our tests. The new communication scheme avoids the pre-shift of data that is required in Cannon's scheme and effectively trades memory for network bandwidth. 
